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A PUG TELLS HIS STORY
From Advisors To Chinese Emperors To Lovable Household Pets –

Pugs Have Enjoyed A Unique Relationship With Humans

For many people, pugs are members of the family, trusted companions and soulmates. THE

CHRONICLES OF STANLEY THE PUG, by veteran venture capitalist and pug lover

extraordinaire Charles W. “Chuck” Newhall, III tells the story of Stanley The Pug in his own

voice, touching on the breed’s origins as a companion to Chinese emperors, their role in

helping their families, and their philosophy.

A loyal companion for seventeen years, the late Stanley was not just an amazing and funny

character, but a member of the family, helping Newhall cope with tough times and tragedies.

While he was not a trained doctor, Stanley still dispensed love and joy, curing all who were
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lucky enough to know him.  When Newhall became depressed following a series of business

setbacks in the early 2000s, Stanley helped him to overcome adversity and to develop a new

outlook on life. The warmth of Stanley’s love restored his soul, and Newhall was inspired to

begin a new career as an author.

There are only about 20,000 pugs in the United States today, but what they lack in numbers,

they make up for in determination. Pugs are the royalty of the canine world, having served

mankind for centuries by advising emperors and saving civilizations. They were once a breed

similar to bull mastiffs, the giant warrior dogs of China that fought as soldiers of emperors.

Legend holds that in the Shang Dynasty, an emperor’s life was saved in battle by a pug

named Ferocious, who led a campaign against the Northern Barbarians. After the battle,

Ferocious won the confidence of his enemies and instituted a peace that would last for

centuries.

Stanley tells how the Chinese Emperor Shang was so impressed by the bravery of Stanley’s

ancestor General Celestial Wisdom that he was appointed as first advisor. A scholar/

warrior/philosopher, General Celestial Wisdom advised the emperor for years on how to run

the empire of China, the greatest civilization in the world at the time.  Although the

emperor’s advisors had to be eunuchs so that they would have no worldly concerns other

than the emperor, pugs were allowed to sire children so that their descendants could advise

future generations of emperors.

Pompey, another of Stanley’s ancestors, was the advisor to William the Silent, the Duke of

Orange. When the Duke was attacked by Spanish troops who had invaded Holland, Pompey

leaped to defend his master’s face from a sword blow, shielding him with his own body and

giving him early warning of the attack. The emperor awarded Pompey his nation’s highest

award for gallantry in action and had his army march before Pompey and present arms.



Over the course of centuries, pugs have been bred to be tough and philosophical to triumph

over life’s adversities. On the cover of the book, Stanley is depicted sitting on a feather pillow

and a soft blanket with fringe. However, he is neither feathery nor soft. Like his ancestor the

General, he is a philosopher, a warrior, and a scholar. Sitting on the pillow helps him to think

and develop guidance for his human family to help them get through the hard knocks of life.

Stanley relates how all pugs have a purpose to help human beings through the vicissitudes of

life. Stanley was a descendant of a long line of honourable and very important pugs, and he

carried with him the wisdom accumulated over the ages. All pugs have taught crucial life

lessons:

● Be tough, be philosophical, and triumph over life’s adversities

● Respect differences and similarities among different breeds and humans

● A person’s a person no matter how small

● Stand up for yourself

● Always dream great dreams

● It is good to be responsible for others

● Help those who are lonely

● Know that art and beauty teach lessons

Amply illustrated and rich with historical allegories, THE CHRONICLES OF STANLEY THE

PUG will engage readers with its wisdom for coping with the stresses of modern-day life.
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